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Climbing accident on Laddow Rocks, Peak
District – the prompt for a new stretcher

Rock climbs on
Laddow Rocks were
being recorded and
printed in the Rucksack
Clubs annual reports
and journals from the
early twentieth century.
These began in 1907,
with a climbing guide
to over 40 routes being
published in 1911.
During a Rucksack Club dinner

meet at Laddow Rocks, above

Great Crowden Brook in the Peak

District in1928, Edgar Pryor was

climbing with club colleagues a

route known as Long Climb – a 55

foot gritstone route, graded Very

Difficult.

A climber fell, knocking Edgar

Pryor from his stance. Pryor

sustained a broken leg in the fall.

Laddow Rocks is not particularly

elevated at 502 metres above sea

level, however it is more than two

kilometres from the nearest road,

which, in this case, is the

Woodhead Pass.

The climbing party did what they

could for Pryor using their own

equipment which was immediately

to hand. Herbert Hartley, who later

became secretary to the Mountain

Rescue Committee, organised a

relay of runners to collect hot water

bottles from Crowden Village and

take them up to Laddow Rocks.

The climbing party created an

improvised stretcher comprising a

metal rucksack frame and a farm

gate. Wilson Hey, who later

became Chairman of the Mountain

Rescue Committee, provided

medical care both during the

evacuation and in hospital. He

later recalled, ‘The rescue of Pryor

was an agonising business in spite

of the utmost care when using an

improvised splint.’ Despite the

care and attention Pryor received

from his friends and colleagues

that day, he later lost his leg

through amputation.

The Fell and Rock Climbing Club

president, T R Burnett said at a

dinner meet in 1929, ‘...but to the

great satisfaction of all, Pryor was

sufficiently recovered to join us and

right glad we were to see him.’

The extreme difficulties when

rescuing a casualty from Laddow

Rocks, and another from Crib

Goch in Snowdonia, led the

Rucksack Club in forming a

stretcher subcommittee in 1932.

They were tasked with finding a

stretcher suitable for such rescues,

however none could be found on

the market that met the

specifications required.

The following year it was learnt

that the Fell and Rock Climbing

Club had also formed a group to

look at developing a stretcher for

use in the mountains that would be

suitable and tough enough for

difficult terrain. Their annual journal

remarks that the ‘stretcher

subcommittee report that they

have advanced considerably the

evolution of the perfect stretcher.

Nonetheless, they hope that their

theories may never need to be put

on trial.’ Both clubs decided to join

forces and created the Joint

Stretcher Committee in 1933. The

membership consisted of doctors

and engineers, people like Dr C P

Lapage (chairman), B S Harlow,

Wilson Hey, A S Piggott, H L Pollitt,

Eustace Thomas and R Burns. The

group also took on board earlier

work done by Dr and Mrs Wakefield

who had created a prototype

stretcher in 1931.

Their report was published in

1935 outlining details of a stretcher

suitable for use in recovering

casualties from mountainous

areas, this became known as the

Thomas Stretcher, named after

Eustace Thomas whose

engineering skills and

manufacturing resources were

freely given. This report also

included a comprehensive list of

equipment and first aid supplies

which should be available in case

of mountain accidents.
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